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Abbott, Jeff Blame – Mystery - Two years ago, Jane Norton crashed her car, killing her friend David and leaving her with
amnesia. Everyone was sympathetic. Then they found a note by Jane: I wish we were dead together. Jane's mind is filled with
questions and she must also find out who wrote her an anonymous message: I know what really happened. I know what you
don't remember.
Andrews, Ilona Wildfire – Romance – (Hidden Legacy, book 3) - Nevada and Rogan grapple with a power beyond even their
imagination.
Barton, Fiona The Child – Mystery – As an old house is demolished in a gentrifying section of London, a workman discovers a
tiny skeleton, buried for years. For journalist Kate Waters, it's a story that deserves attention. She cobbles together a piece for
her newspaper, but at a loss for answers, she can only pose a question: Who is the Building Site Baby?
Box, CJ Paradise Valley –Investigator Cassie Dewell is on a hunt for a serial killer. Cassie almost caught him; once. Now Cassie
has set the perfect trap and she has lured him and his truck to a depot. But the plan goes horribly wrong, and the blame falls on
Cassie and she loses her job. Can Cassie finally catch the Lizard King and regain her reputation?
Brockman, Suzanne Some Kind of Hero – Romance – (Troubleshooters: Reluctant Heroes, book 2) – Attorney Martell Griffin is
involved in a deadly game to save his client, an informant on not only a gang of criminals but their crooked cop partners. The
plan is rife with nonstop action, more than a few close calls, and a high-tension romance that's about to blow the lid off the
whole operation.
Caine, Rachel Stillhouse Lake – Mystery – (Stillhouse Lake, book 1) -Gina is a shy housewife with a happy marriage and two
adorable children until a car accident reveals her husband's secret life as a serial killer. She changes her identity and when a
body shows up she must keep friends close and enemies at bay to avoid being exposed, or watch her kids fall victim to a killer.
One thing is certain: she's learned how to fight evil. And she'll never stop.
Castillo, Linda Down a Dark Road – Mystery – (Kate Burkholder, book 9) –Joseph King was convicted of murdering his wife and
sentenced to life in prison. Now he’s escaped, and Chief of Police Kate Burkholder remembers her old crush from when she was
a thirteen year old Amish girl. Kate makes contact with King only to find herself trapped with a killer. All King asks of her is to
help him prove his innocence. Kate is skeptical, but the facts and the evidence don't align, she wonders who she should trust.
Connelly, Michael The Late Show – Mystery – (Renee Ballard, book 1) - LAPD Renée Ballard works the night shift in Hollywood,
and each morning she turns her cases over to day shift. One night she catches two cases she doesn't want to part with. Against
orders she decides to work both no matter what the department throws at her.
Garwood, Julie Wired – Romance – (Buchanan / FBI, Book 13) –Allison Trent is a computer genius recruited to work for the FBI.
She is finding it difficult to keep her guard up around FBI agent Liam Scott. After a year in the bureau, someone has stolen the
program Allison set up. Will they find who did it and still keep their hearts?
Graham, Heather Dark Rites – Romance – (Krewe of Hunters, book 22) - Vickie is grateful to have Special Agent Griffin Pryce and
the FBI's elite Krewe of Hunters on her side. Vickie and Griffin are finding their way in an increasingly passionate relationship,
and he's keeping her safe and sane amid the disturbing investigation. The search for Alex will take them deep into the
wilderness of Massachusetts on the trail of a serial killer, where an ancient evil is waking
Gray, Shelley Shepard His Guilt – Inspirational – Mark Fisher has returned home to Hart County, determined to put the past
behind him. Two years ago, after being wrongly accused of assault, he left the Amish community, but never forgot his home.
When the one person who had helped him through his rough times asks for help, Mark returns. But it is pretty Waneta Cain who
makes him want to stay.
Jackson, Brenda Locked in Temptation – African American Fiction –There are few things Stonewall values more than a strong
woman. But when Joy's investigation draws her into a deadly conspiracy that goes deeper than she ever imagined, he must
convince her that he's the best man to protect her. And while he puts his life on the line to save hers, the insatiable attraction
between them becomes the one danger neither of them can escape.

Johansen, Iris and Roy Johansen Look Behind You- Mystery – A serial killer is on the loose in San Diego. Most of the killings are
centered near Kendra Michaels' home and office, so it comes as no great surprise when the FBI shows up at her door. Soon the
investigators become the newest targets as Kendra slowly begins to suspect that one of them may be the killer himself.
Laurens, Stephanie The Greatest Challenge of Them All – Romance – (Devil’s Brood, book 3) – Lord Drake Varisey, Marquess of
Winchelsea, eldest son and heir of the Duke of Wolverstone, must foil a plot that threatens to shake the foundations of the
realm, but the very last lady, nay, noblewoman, he needs assisting him is Lady Louisa Cynster, known throughout the ton as
Lady Wild.
Novak, Brenda Finding Our Forever – Romance – (Silver Springs, book 1) –The search for her birth mother brought Cora Kelly to
the New Horizons Boys Ranch. Getting a job there was easy enough, but confiding in Aiyana, the ranch's owner, that she's really
her daughter? Cora's not sure she can do that, not unless she's confident the news will be welcomed. And once she gets to
know Elijah Turner, Aiyana's adopted son and ranch manager, that decision becomes even more difficult.
Peters, Elizabeth and Joan Hess The Painted Queen – Mystery – (Amelia Peabody, book 20) – Egypt, 1912. Amelia Peabody and
her dashing archeologist husband, Radcliffe Emerson, are once again in danger as they search for a priceless, stolen bust of
legendary Queen Nefertiti and Amelia finds herself the target of assassins.
Reichs, Kathy Two Nights – Mystery –New York Times best selling author Kathy Reichs steps beyond her classic Temperance
Brennan series in a new standalone thriller featuring a smart, tough, talented heroine whose thirst for justice stems from her
own dark past.
Richardson, Matthew My Name is Nobody – (Wilde and Vine, book 1) – Solomon Vine was the best of his generation, a spy on a
fast track to the top. But then a prisoner is shot in unexplained circumstances, and on his watch. Officially suspended, Vine can
operate outside the chain of command to uncover the truth. But his investigation soon reveals something much darker. And
that there's much more at stake than the life of a single spy.
Silva, Daniel House of Spies – (Gabriel Allan, book 17) - Four months after the deadliest attack on the American homeland since
9/11, terrorists leave a trail of carnage through London's glittering West End. The attack is a brilliant feat of planning and
secrecy, but with one loose thread. The thread leads Gabriel Allon and his team of operatives to the south of France and to the
gilded doorstep of Jean-Luc Martel and Olivia Watson. A beautiful former British fashion model, Olivia pretends not to know
that the true source of Martel's enormous wealth is drugs. And Martel, likewise, ignores the fact he is doing business with a man
whose objective is the very destruction of the West. Together, under Gabriel's skilled hand, they will become an unlikely pair of
heroes in the global war on terror
Ware, Ruth The Lying Game – Mystery - On a cool June morning, Isa Wilde is walking her dog along a tidal estuary. Before she
can stop him, Isa's dog charges into the water to retrieve what first appears to be a wayward stick, and to her horror, she
discovers it's not a stick at all; but a human bone. As her three best friends from childhood converge in Salten to comfort a
seriously shaken-up Isa, terrifying discoveries are made, and their collective history slowly unravels.
August
Bowen, Rhys On Her Majesty’s Frightfully Secret Service – Mystery – (Royal Spyness, book 11) – Lady Georgiana Rannoch
juggles secret missions from the Queen, Darcy, and her mother. But it's all in a day's work when you're thirty-fifth in line to the
British Crown.
Brown, Sandra Seeing Red – Romance – A suspenseful, sexy thriller to keep listeners on the edge of their seats, in this new novel
that features Brown's signature combination of steamy romance and jaw-dropping plot twists.
Gerritsen, Tess I Know a Secret – Mystery – (Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles, book 12) – Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles, the crimesolving duo, return to investigate the gruesome staged murder of a horror film producer in this edge-of-your-seat thriller.
Grafton, Sue Y is for Yesterday – Mystery – (Kinsey Millhone, book 25) – With only one more letter to go you can only wish
there were 26 more letters.
Gregory, Philippa The Last Tudor- The latest novel from number one New York Times best-selling author Philippa Gregory
features one of the most famous girls in history, Lady Jane Grey, and her two sisters, each of whom dared to defy her queen.

Gross, Andrew The Saboteur – The Saboteur is Gross's follow-up to the riveting historical thriller, The One Man. A richly-woven
story probing the limits of heroism, sacrifice and determination, The Saboteur portrays a hero who must weigh duty against his
heart in order to singlehandedly end the one threat that could alter the course of the war.
Kellerman, Jonathan and Jesse Kellerman Crime Scene – Mystery – (Alex Delaware, book 34) - A former star athlete turned
coroner's investigator is drawn into a brutal, complicated murder.
Kenyon, Sherrilyn Dragonsworn – Romance – (Dark-Hunter, book 28) - There is nothing in the universe the cursed dragon,
Falcyn, hates more than humanity, except Greek humans. In a war he wanted no part of, they destroyed everything he'd ever
cared for. Now he waits for the day when evolution will finally rid him of the human vermin. Medea was born the
granddaughter of the Greek god Apollo, and among the first of his people that he cursed to die. But she will not let anyone rule
her life. Not even her notorious grandfather. And when Apollo sends a new plague to destroy what remains of her people, she
refuses to stand by and watch him take everything she loves from her again. This time, she knows of a secret weapon that can
stop the ancient god and his army of demons once and for all. However, said device is in the hands of a dragon who wants
nothing to do with politics, the gods, humanity, demons, or Apollites. And especially not her.
MacNeal, Susan Elia The Paris Spy – Mystery – (Maggie Hope, book 7)- American born spy and code breaker extraordinaire
Maggie Hope infiltrates Nazi Paris on behalf of the British government during the darkest days of World War II in the latest
novel in this fascinating, New York Times best-selling series.
Macomber, Debbie Any Dream Will Do – Romance – In this powerful standalone novel from one of America's most beloved
authors, a woman who's forced to start her life anew embarks on the most courageous journey of all, to a place where she
learns what love and trust really mean.
Mallery, Susan You Say it First – Romance – (Happily Inc, book 1) – Sculptor Nick Mitchell grew up in a family of artists and
learned from his volatile father that passion only leads to pain. As he waits on a new commission, he takes a day job as a humble
carpenter at a theme wedding venue. The job has its perks, mainly the venue's captivating owner, Pallas Saunders. Although he
won't let love consume him, for ecstasy with an expiration date, he's all in.
Michaels, Fern Need to Know – Romance – (Sisterhood, book 28) – The Sisterhood: a group of women from all walks of life
bound by friendship and a quest for justice. Armed with vast resources, top-notch expertise, and a loyal network of allies around
the globe, the Sisterhood will not rest until every wrong is made right.
Patterson, James and Richard DiLallo The Store – Imagine a near future of unparalleled convenience. A powerful retailer can
deliver anything to anyone's door via drone, even anticipating needs and desires they didn't know they had. Most people are
fine with that, but not Jacob and Megan Brandeis. New York writers whose livelihood is on the brink of extinction, Jacob and
Megan have made a drastic decision: they're going undercover to dig up the retailer's secrets in a book that could change the
entire American way of life, or put an end to Jacob's.
Penny, Louise Glass Houses – Mystery – (Chief Inspector Gamache, book 13) –Gripping, surprising and powerful, Glass Houses is
the new ingenious and illuminating novel from number one bestseller, Louise Penny, which will leave you spellbound until the
final page.
Roberts, Nora Spotlight – Romance – Two tales about finding love where you least expect it...Untamed and Dance of Dreams
Scottoline, Lisa Exposed – Mystery – (Rosato & DiNunzio, book 5) –Mary DiNunzio wants to represent her old friend Simon
Pensiera, a sales rep who was wrongly fired by his company, but her partner Bennie Rosato represents the parent company.
When she confronts Mary, explaining this is a conflict of interest, an epic battle of wills and legal strategy between the two
ensues, ripping the law firm apart, forcing everyone to take sides and turning friend against friend.
Slaughter, Karin The Good Daughter – Mystery – Twenty-eight years ago, Charlotte and Samantha Quinn's happy small-town
family life was torn apart by a terrifying attack on their family home. It left their mother dead, their father devastated, and their
family fractured beyond repair and consumed by secrets from that terrible night. It is 28 years later and Charlie has followed in
her father's footsteps to become a lawyer herself. But when violence comes to Pikeville again, and a shocking tragedy leaves the
whole town traumatized, Charlie is plunged into a nightmare. Not only is she the first witness on the scene, but it's a case that
unleashes the terrible memories she's spent so long trying to suppress. Because the shocking truth about the crime that
destroyed her family nearly thirty years ago won't stay buried forever.

Ward JD Devil’s Cut – Romance – (Bourbon Kings, book 3) –In this thrilling finale of the Bourbon Kings series, the Bradford family
dynasty teeters on the edge of collapse after the murder of their patriarch, and a shocking arrest.
Wiggs, Susan Map of the Heart – Romance – A deeply emotional and atmospheric story of love and family, war and secrets that
moves back and forth across time, from the present day to World War II France
Woods, Stuart and Parnell Hall Barely Legal – Mystery – (Herbie Fisher, book 1) - Under the tutelage of Stone Barrington, Herbie
Fisher has transformed from a bumbling sad sack into a capable man about town and the youngest partner at the white shoe
law firm Woodman & Weld. Now all of his training will be put to the test as he finds himself embroiled in his most daring
adventure to date.
September
Carr, Robyn The SummerThat Made Us - Romance – An unforgettable story about a family learning to accept the past, to
forgive and to love each other again.
Coben, Harlan Don’t Let Go – Mystery – Fifteen years ago in small-town New Jersey, a teenage boy and girl were found dead.
Most people concluded it was a tragic suicide pact. The dead boy's brother, Nap Dumas, did not. Now Nap is a cop - but he's a
cop who plays by his own rules, and who has never made peace with his past. And when the past comes back to haunt him, Nap
discovers secrets can kill...
Coleman, Reed Farrel Robery B. Parker’s The Hangman’s Sonnet – Mystery – Jesse Stone, still reeling from the murder of his
fiancé by crazed assassin Mr. Peepers, must keep his emotions in check long enough to get through the wedding day of his loyal
protégé, Suitcase Simpson. The morning of the wedding, Jesse learns that a gala 75th birthday party is to be held for folk singer
Terry Jester. Jester, once the equal of Bob Dylan, has spent the last forty years in seclusion after the mysterious disappearance
of the master recording tape of his magnum opus. That same morning, an elderly Paradise woman dies while her house is being
ransacked. What are the thieves looking for? And what's the connection to Terry Jester and the mysterious missing tape?
Coulter, Catherine Enigma – Mystery – (FBI Thriller, book 21) –It's a race against time literally as Savich and Sherlock rush to
stop a scientist who wants to live forever while Wittier and Cabot are on the track a violent criminal whose daring escape ties
into the murder of Mia Prevost, the girlfriend of the president's Chief of Staff's only son. It's international intrigue at the highest
levels and they know they have to succeed or national security is compromised.
Cussler, Clive and Robin Burcess The Romanov Ransom (Fargo Adventure, book 9)- Treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi
Fargo's search for a Romanov fortune brings them into perilous contact with an ambitious neo-Nazi clan.
Dodd, Christina The Woman Who Couldn’t Scream – Romance – (Virtue Falls, book 4) - the fourth novel of suspense taking
place in Virtue Falls, Washington.
Ellison, JT Lie to Me - Mystery – A stunning page-turner about the disintegration of a marriage as grief, jealousy, betrayal and
murder destroy the facade of the perfect literary couple.
Feehan, Christine Dark Legacy – Romance – (Dark, book 31) – Another thrilling Carpathian novel
Flynn, Vince and Kyle Mills Enemy of the State (Mitch Rapp, book 16) – In this latest installment latest installment, Mitch Rapp
finds himself alone and targeted by a country that is supposed to be one of America's closest allies.
Follett, Ken A Column of Fire (Pillars of the Earth, book 3) – In 1558, the ancient stones of Kingsbridge Cathedral look down on a
city torn apart by religious conflict. As power in England shifts precariously between Catholics and Protestants, high principles
clash bloodily with friendship, loyalty, and love. Ned Willard wants nothing more than to marry Margery Fitzgerald. But when
the lovers find themselves on opposing sides of the religious divide sweeping across the country, Ned goes to work for Princess
Elizabeth. When she becomes queen, all Europe turns against England. The shrewd, determined young monarch sets up the
country's first secret service, to give her early warning of assassination plots, rebellions, and invasion plans. Over a turbulent
half century, the love between Ned and Margery seems doomed as extremism sparks violence from Edinburgh to Geneva.
Elizabeth clings precariously to her throne and her principles, protected by a small, dedicated group of resourceful spies and
courageous secret agents.

Graham, Heather Wicked Deeds (Krewe of Hunters, book 23) - Eager to start their life together, historian Vickie Preston and
Special Agent Griffin Pryce take a detour en route to their new home in Virginia and stop for a visit in Baltimore. Their romantic
weekend is interrupted when a popular author is found dead in the basement of an Edgar Allan Poe themed restaurant.
Harris, Charlaine Sleep Like a Baby – Mystery – (Aurora Teagarden, book 10) - One particularly stormy night, Roe wakes to hear
her daughter crying and Virginia nowhere to be found. Roe's brother Philip helps her search the house and they happen upon a
body outside, but it isn't Virginia's. Now, not only does she have a newborn to care for and a vulnerable new marriage to
nurture, Roe also has to contend with a new puzzle, who is this mystery woman dead in their backyard, and what happened to
Virginia?
Jance, JA Proof of Life – Mystery – (JP Beaumont, book 23) – Before he retired, J. P. Beaumont had looked forward to having his
days all to himself. But too much free time doesn't suit a man used to brushing close to danger. When his longtime nemesis,
retired Seattle crime reporter Maxwell Cole, dies in what's officially deemed to be an accidental fire, Beau is astonished to be
dragged into the investigation at the request of none other than the deceased victim himself. In the process, Beau learns that
just because a long-ago case was solved does not mean it's over.
Johnson, Craig The Western Star – Mystery – (Walt Longmore Mysteries, book 14) – The fourteenth novel in Craig Johnson's
beloved New York Times best-selling Longmire series, the basis for the hit Netflix series Longmire.
Kelly, Sofie A Tale of Two Kitties – Cozy Mystery – (Magical Cats Mystery, book 9) – two magical cats have powers of detection
that prove indispensable to librarian Kathleen Paulson..
King, Stephen Sleeping Beauties - In this spectacular father/son collaboration, Stephen King and Owen King tell the highest of
high-stakes stories: What might happen if women disappeared from the world of men?
Le Carre, John A Legacy of Spies (Smiley, book 9) – John le Carre returns with a riveting new book, his first Smiley novel in more
than twenty-five years.
Meier, Leslie Turkey Trot Murder – Mystery – (Lucy Stone, book 24) – Lucy Stone expects the approaching holiday to be
uneventful, but she soon finds that this cold November will claim more than her potted plants.
Patterson, James and Michael Ledwidge Haunted – Mystery – (Michael Bennett, book 10) –After surviving a series of family
crises, Detective Michael Bennett is ready for a vacation. He settles on a small town in the Maine woods. Just when he thinks
that it might be a perfect place to raise a family, he gets pulled into a case that has shocked the small community. Kids are
disappearing left and right with no explanation, until a collection of bodies turns up in the woods.
Perry, Anne An Echo of Murder – Mystery – (William Monk, book 23) – London, 1870: the body of a Hungarian immigrant is
found dead in what appears to be a ritualistic killing, with a bayonet through his heart, his fingers broken and his body
surrounded by 17 blood-dipped candles. At first Monk suspects the killer is from within the community, but when another
murder takes place, Monk fears the immigrants are being targeted by an outsider
Robb, JD Secrets in Death (In Death, book 45) - Larinda Mars, a professional gossip who kept the most shocking stories quiet for
use in her side business as a blackmailer has been mortally wounded when Eve Dallas first meets her. Eve doesn’t like her. but
she likes murder even less. To find justice for this victim, she'll have to plunge into the dirty little secrets of all the people
Larinda’s victims. But along the way, she may be exposed to some information she really didn't want to know.
Stockwin, Julian Persephone (Thomas Kydd, book 18) - November 1807. Captain Sir Thomas Kydd must sail to Lisbon to aid the
Portuguese Royal Family's evacuation.. In the chaos an old passion is reawakened when he meets Persephone Lockwood, a
beautiful and determined admiral's daughter from his past.
Todd, Charles A Casualty of War – Mystery – (Bess Crawford Mystery, book 9) –As the Great War is nears its end Bess and
Sergeant Major Simon Brandon travel to Suffolk, to learn more about the baffling relationship between two cousins.
Woodsmall, Cindy Gathering the Threads – Inspirational – (Amish of Summer Grove, book 3) - Finally back in the Old Order
Amish world she loves,Will Ariana's new perspectives draw her family closer together - or completely rip them apart?

